Airedale Academy’s

Approach to Teaching
and Learning
At Airedale Academy, we expect key components of the curriculum to be delivered following the structure of our Teaching and
Learning Sequence and all aspects of the curriculum being currently taught should build on and make links to prior learning.
The purpose of this approach to teaching and learning is to ensure that new concepts, knowledge and skills embed in
long-term memory and hook onto existing schemata.
In addition, we expect all teachers to model and encourage expert reading and to expose students to an expansive Tier 2 and
Tier 3 vocabulary, through the lesson feature of the Vocabulary Vault. Teachers are also expected to model and insist upon the
use of Standard English and correct grammar usage at all times.
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Do It Now

Independent Application of
Knowledge and Skills

Address Whole-class and
Individual Misconceptions

(Please note that key assessment
pieces may be collaborative and of a
practical nature in certain subjects eg)
Dance; Drama; Science: Technology
etc) Key assessment pieces are
formative in nature and are mapped
into curriculum plans for each subject.
Written assessments should be
completed in silence. Students should
have been exposed to “what a good
one looks like” through a teacher,
student or class model. Success
criteria should be explicitly shared and
should set the bar of expectation high.
High quality presentation should be
insisted upon. Scaﬀolding may be used
as a support for students with SEND
needs.

The teacher should use DIRT
time in a proactive way, in
order to address any
misconceptions. In addition,
some misconceptionsespecially whole-class
misconceptions-may require a
revisit of the key concept,
knowledge or skill which has
not been grasped.

The ﬁrst 5 minutes of the
lesson- to recall prior learning;
to address possible
misconceptions or to engage
learners by introducing an
exciting hook into the next
cycle of learning.
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Make the Purpose of
Learning Clear
Introduce the What? Why?
Link?- revisit this throughout
the lesson. (What are we
doing today? Why are we
doing it? What are the links
to our prior learning/future
learning/other subject
areas/real world?)
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Marking and Feedback
3

Introduce New Concepts,
Knowledge and Skills
This should include: clear
explanations; explicit
reference to prior learning
and skills; the teacher
modelling expert reading
linked to the new concepts,
knowledge and skills;
exposure to Tier 2 and Tier 3
relevant vocabulary using the
Vocabulary Vault model, class
discussion & directed
questioning to probe the
learners’ knowledge and
understanding.

Key Assessment pieces should be
quality marked, using the faculty’s own
Marking and Feedback Policy.
However, the purpose of eﬀective
marking and feedback is to identify
how well the curriculum’s key
concepts, knowledge and skills have
been embedded in working memory.
Feedback may take the form of
individual feedback, or whole class
feedback and should identify “What
Went Well/ Even Better If.” Whole
class and individual misconceptions
should be addressed through DIRT
activities. SPaG errors should be
highlighted in pink (Think Pink!), in
order that learners are able to be
proactive and address their SPaG
errors through DIRT time.
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Retrieval Practice,
Low-threat Quizzing,
Dual-coding and
Interleaving
These study methods should
be embedded into lesson
sequences to ensure that key
concepts, knowledge and
skills are embedded in
long-term memory.
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Repeat Cycle for the
Next Component of
the Scheme of
Work...

